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ABN

No:

73359 416906

Your Ref:
Our Ref: RH:mh

28 Septernber 2016

Attention: Mr. Brandon l-. Maddox
6809 Minnesota Avenue
Sioux Falls, SD 57108-2580
USA

email : brandon@FFl-123.com

Dear Sir,

RE: PLATINUM AVENUE HOLDINGS PTY LTD ATS BMADDOX ENTERPRISES
LLC
We refer to the above matter and advise that we act on behalf of Mr Oskouie and
Platinum Avenue Holdings Pty Ltd.
plaving read prior correspondence between our client's former lawyers and yourself, in
particular the letter dated 23 May 20L6, and the subsequent reply dated
26 May 20L6, we are somewhat bemused if not bewildered at your two-sided course
of action taken against our client.

First, (legal) having selectively assumed and decided the " facts " that there has been
an infringement of the alleged copyright ownership of your website by our client. We
advise that to date, as far as we are concerned, you have not substantiated your
claim due by failure to provide adequate evidence, The numerous annexures
attached to your letter dated 21 April 2016 are, in most parts, illegible, and confusing
to say the least, and with respect, they do NOT substantiate the claim"

Second, (illegal) at the same time having decided to take unilateral aggressive, and
an illegal attack upon our client. ( See enclosed a self explanatory Annexure "A" three
pages) by making DIRECT contact with our client's parents. We are of the view this
soft of bullying behavior amounts to intimidation under the law,

Without being too judgmental as to motives, it stands to reason that thus far, the
behavior and actions taken is indicative of a person who thinks that he is absolutely
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-2"righteous". Once convinced of this in his own mind, and having formed this
view, this does not give cafte blanche to do anything and everything ( within and
outside the law), it is suffice to say that your intimidating actions fall short of what
may be deemed acceptable behavior.
As you are by now aware, after reading the enclosed annexure, and by having also
posted many willfully false and misleading comments about our client, these postings
are utterly false and without merit, as such; we are of the view that they are
defamatory per se for they clearly depict and falsely accuse our client of engaging in
serious criminal and fraudulent activity that violates both criminal and civil law.

We are hereby instructed, to formally and for the LAST time, to put you on formal
notice to immediately CEASE AND DESIST in such illegal harassment and
defamatory conduct, and to immediately remove such postings.

virtue of publishing such material on emails, and other third-pafty sites which are
accessible to the general public, we deem this behavior to be an aggressive attempt
at bullying our client into halting any involvement with FFLTRUST,corn.
tsy

is worth noting that our client is an educated, respected non- practicing junior
lawyer. He has spent years volunteering at a local community legal centre, worked
under a now Supreme Court Judge, clerked at a prominent law firm, and worked at an
investment bank, He has built a positive reputation in his professional and business
pursuits.

It

We note that our client's former lawyer, Mr Hazan, had also given notice of the
defamatory material and has similariy sought an apology and removal of the same.
Unfoftunately, you have decided to take the "cowboy " approach by ignoring our
client's civil and reasonable request, and resofting to intimidating and illegal behavior,
We advise that our client is willing to resolve this matter in an amicable and civil way,
However, at this stage, we are instructed to explore and obtain fufther detailed
instructions with a view of commencing a possible defamatory action.
Finally, we advise that should any legal proceeding be initiated we intend to rely on
this letter in any arguments as to costs.

We look fonvard to your reply.
Yours faithfully

HAL Lawyers
Robeft Haralovic
Lawyer

I email: halawyers@optusnet,com.au ]

